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I.  Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witnesses 2 

Q. Gentlemen, what are your names and business addresses? 3 

A. My name is Lawrence S. Alongi.  My business address is Three Lincoln Centre, 4 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181-4260. 5 

My name is Robert Garcia.  My business address is 440 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois 6 

60605. 7 

Q. Mr. Alongi, by what entity and in what position are you employed? 8 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in the position of 9 

Manager, Retail Rates. 10 

Q. Mr. Garcia, by what entity and in what position are you employed? 11 

A. I am employed by ComEd in the position of Manager, Regulatory Strategies and 12 

Solutions. 13 

Q. Did you provide direct testimony in this proceeding? 14 

A. Yes, our direct testimony is ComEd Ex. 16.0. 15 

B. Purposes of Testimony  16 

Q. What are the purposes of your supplemental direct testimony? 17 

A. The purposes of our testimony are to address and incorporate the remaining directives in 18 

the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“ICC’s” or “Commission’s”) recent Order in its 19 

investigation of ComEd’s rate design in Docket No. 08-0532 (“Rate Design Investigation 20 

Order” or “RDIO”) that were not reflected in our direct testimony.  In particular, we (1) 21 

employ the definition of primary and secondary customers provided in the Rate Design 22 
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Investigation Order, (2) identify customers receiving electricity at or above 4 kilovolts 23 

(“kV”) and under 69 kV, (3) provide a primary/secondary analysis that is used in the 24 

embedded cost of service study (“ECOSS”), which is presented and discussed in the 25 

supplemental direct testimony of Alan C. Heintz (ComEd Exs. 22.0 and 22.1), to reflect 26 

that these customers do not use the secondary distribution system, and (4) provide an 27 

exemplar rate design and exemplar tariff revisions that would be implemented in the 28 

event the Commission directs ComEd to utilize the primary/secondary analysis presented 29 

in this testimony and the ECOSS in ComEd Ex. 22.1 for rate making purposes.  We also 30 

present the results of an examination of how other utilities have addressed the 31 

primary/secondary issue.   32 

Further, we (1) review the history concerning the allocation of customer services 33 

costs, which are sometimes called customer care costs; (2) provide support for the 34 

approaches taken in the two studies that ComEd performed for its customer services costs 35 

in compliance with the Rate Design Investigation Order; and (3) address the appropriate 36 

cost recovery mechanism for such costs, should the Commission decide to remove any of 37 

these costs from the distribution revenue requirement.  The studies are presented and 38 

discussed in detail in the supplemental direct testimony of Ronald E. Donovan (ComEd 39 

Ex. 19.0).   40 

Finally, we address changes to the external allocation factors used in ComEd’s 41 

embedded cost of service study and Distribution Loss Factors (“DLFs”) resulting from 42 

the primary/secondary analysis prepared in compliance with the Rate Design 43 

Investigation Order.   44 
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C. Summary of Conclusions 45 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions in your supplemental direct testimony. 46 

A. In brief, we conclude: 47 

 ComEd’s analysis of its primary and secondary distribution facilities and 48 

examination of how other utilities have addressed the primary/secondary topic 49 

presented in this testimony comply with the Commission’s directives in the Rate 50 

Design Investigation Order.   51 

 ComEd’s update of its study of customer services costs (the “Switching Study”) 52 

provides the best means of allocating ComEd’s customer services costs because it 53 

presents the best picture of how these costs change with switching.  It also 54 

illustrates which of these costs are truly supply-related.  55 

 The alternative study of customer services costs (the “Allocation Study”) 56 

complies with the Commission’s directive in the Rate Design Investigation Order 57 

to present a study employing an embedded cost approach to the allocation of such 58 

costs.  The Allocation Study is an inherently inferior and inappropriate approach 59 

based on artificial allocations that do not reflect the reality of ComEd’s cost 60 

structure.  61 

 Finally, if the Commission were to order certain customer services costs to be 62 

removed from the distribution revenue requirement, ComEd proposes that such 63 

costs be recovered equally from ComEd-supplied customers and Retail Electric 64 

Supplier (“RES”)-supplied customers for which ComEd will be purchasing 65 

receivables and providing consolidated billing.  Allocating such costs only to 66 

ComEd-supplied customers would be inappropriate.   67 
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D. Itemized Attachments to Testimony 68 

Q. What exhibits are attached to your testimony?   69 

A. The following is a list of the exhibits attached to this testimony and a brief description of 70 

each: 71 

1. ComEd Ex. 21.1 provides an exemplar mitigated rate design spreadsheet that 72 
reflects the primary/secondary analysis and the ECOSS prepared in compliance 73 
with the Commission’s directives in the Rate Design Investigation Order. 74 

2. ComEd Ex. 21.2 provides an exemplar equal percentage of embedded cost 75 
(“EPEC”) rate design spreadsheet that reflects the primary/secondary analysis and 76 
ECOSS prepared in compliance with the Commission’s directives in the Rate 77 
Design Investigation Order. 78 

3. ComEd Ex. 21.3 contains exemplar tariff sheets with redlined revisions 79 
highlighted in yellow.  These changes would be necessary if the Commission 80 
were to direct ComEd to institute a Primary Voltage Delivery Class for those 81 
customers receiving electricity at or above 4 kV and below 69 kV.  These changes 82 
are highlighted in yellow to distinguish them from revisions proposed by ComEd 83 
as shown in ComEd Ex. 16.24.1   84 

4. ComEd Ex. 21.4 provides the Standard Meter Allowances for each delivery class 85 
that would be applicable in the event the Commission directs ComEd to institute a 86 
Primary Voltage Delivery Class. 87 

5. ComEd Ex. 21.5 provides a primary/secondary analysis with a detailed 88 
description of the method ComEd used in distinguishing costs for its primary 89 
distribution system separately from costs for its secondary distribution system.   90 

6. ComEd Ex. 21.6 provides an example of four ComEd circuits that deliver 91 
electricity across both overhead and underground facilities in its primary 92 
distribution system and serve a diverse group of customers. 93 

7. ComEd Ex. 21.7 provides the results of ComEd’s examination of other utilities 94 
performed in an effort to understand how they differentiate and allocate primary 95 
and secondary systems and costs.  96 

8. ComEd Ex. 21.8 shows the development of the external allocation factors that 97 
reflect the result of the primary/secondary analysis presented in this testimony and 98 

                                                 
1 Changes to footers are not shown in redline format to facilitate readability.  In addition, changes to 

formulas are not shown in redline due to software limitations. 
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used in the ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 22.1.  There are confidential and 99 
public versions of this exhibit. 100 

9. ComEd Ex. 21.9 provides DLFs that reflect the results of the primary/secondary 101 
analysis presented in this testimony. 102 

II. Determination and Allocation of Primary and Secondary Distribution Costs 103 

A. Overview 104 

Q. What are primary and secondary distribution facilities? 105 

A. Primary distribution facilities include wire, cable, attachments, portions of poles, and 106 

conduit used to distribute electricity at a primary voltage (i.e., at or above 4 kV phase-to-107 

phase but below 69 kV phase-to-phase)2.  Secondary distribution facilities include wire, 108 

cable, attachments, portions of poles, and conduit used to distribute electricity at a 109 

secondary voltage (i.e., below 4 kV phase-to-phase), which on ComEd’s system is at or 110 

below 480 volts. 111 

Q. Can you briefly explain the background surrounding the primary/secondary cost 112 

issue? 113 

A. Yes.  Over the many years that ComEd has been filing ECOSSs with the Commission, 114 

ComEd did not record, and was not required to record, costs in a manner to separately 115 

identify primary distribution costs from secondary distribution costs.  Moreover, primary 116 

and secondary distribution costs were not allocated separately in the ECOSSs filed and 117 

approved in past rate cases.  However, in ComEd’s more recent rate cases, some entities 118 

                                                 
2 See ILL.C.C. No. 10 Original Sheet 159 which defines ComEd’s primary distribution system as follows: 

“The Company’s primary distribution system utilizes electric facilities to distribute electricity at the following 
common nominal voltages: 4,000 volts, 12,000 volts, and/or 34,500 volts.  However, in certain individual situations, 
the Company’s primary distribution system utilizes electric facilities to distribute electricity at 69,000 volts, 138,000 
volts, or 345,000 volts, if the Company determines that distribution at such nominal voltage is more economical, 
efficient, or reliable than distribution at a voltage listed in the first sentence of this paragraph. Not all primary 
distribution system nominal voltages are available in all areas of the Company's service territory.” 
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representing customers in the Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and Railroad delivery 119 

classes argued that such a distinction and separation should be made in the ECOSS.   120 

Q. In ComEd’s last rate case, what was the Commission’s determination regarding the 121 

allocation of primary and secondary costs?  122 

A. While it accepted ComEd’s ECOSS with modification, the Commission determined that 123 

primary distribution costs should be distinguished from secondary distribution costs and 124 

separately allocated in the ECOSS. (ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Order at 207 (Sept. 10, 125 

2008))  Thus, on September 10, 2008, the Commission initiated the Rate Design 126 

Investigation proceeding, in part to review the primary/secondary cost issue.  (ICC 127 

Docket No. 08-0532, Initiating Order at 2)   128 

Q. In the Rate Design Investigation Order, what were the Commission’s directives 129 

concerning the allocation of primary and secondary costs in the ECOSS? 130 

A. The Commission directed that: 131 

 ComEd is to develop and provide: 1) direct observation or sampling and 132 
estimation techniques of ComEd‘s system to develop more accurate and 133 
transparent differentiation of primary and secondary costs; 2) other utilities‘ 134 
methods of differentiating primary and secondary systems and costs; 3) function 135 
based definitions of service voltages for facilities other than the line transformers 136 
already addressed; 4) an analysis of which customer groups are served by which 137 
system service components; and 5) consideration of redefining rate classes on the 138 
basis of voltage or equipment usage to better reflect the cost of service.  (Id. at 139 
40); and   140 

 ComEd is to identify customers receiving power at 4 kV or higher as primary 141 
system customers and customers receiving power at levels below 4 kV as 142 
secondary system customers.  Rates should then be charged accordingly. (Id. 143 
at 84).  144 

Q. Has ComEd addressed these directives? 145 

A. Yes.  We address each of these directives in this testimony.   146 
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B. Exemplar Revenue Recovery and Delivery Service Charges 147 

Q. In addressing the Commission’s directives in the Rate Design Investigation Order, 148 

did ComEd prepare a complying ECOSS? 149 

A. Yes.  It is presented in ComEd Ex. 22.1. 150 

Q. What would be the overall change in delivery service revenue recovery 151 

responsibility by class if the ECOSS prepared in compliance with the Commission’s 152 

directives in the Rate Design Investigation Order is used to allocate costs? 153 

A. The change in delivery service revenue recovery responsibility by delivery class using the 154 

ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 22.1 compared to the ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 155 

15.1 is shown in Table SD1: Delivery Service Revenue Recovery Responsibility 156 

Comparison by Delivery Class.  The revenue responsibilities by class incorporate the 157 

movement toward cost-based rates for the High Voltage, Extra Large Load, and Railroad 158 

delivery classes and the corresponding above-cost rates for the other demand-based 159 

nonresidential classes as described in our direct testimony.  It is important to understand 160 

that the significant reductions in revenue responsibility for the Very Large Load Delivery 161 

Class and the Extra Large Load Delivery Class are due to the fact that significant 162 

numbers of customers in those classes would move to a new delivery class, a Primary 163 

Voltage Delivery Class, which would be instituted if the Commission implements the 164 

exemplar rate design and exemplar charges that ComEd prepared in compliance with the 165 

Rate Design Investigation Order. 166 
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Table SD1 - Delivery Service Revenue Recovery Responsibility Comparison by Delivery Class 
 
 
 
Delivery Class 

Responsibility at Rates as Proposed 
in ComEd Direct Testimony  
(SFV Step-1) 

Responsibility Resulting from 
Compliance with Directives in 
Rate Design Investigation Order 
(SFV Step-1) 

Change in 
Responsibility 

 With Mitigation With Mitigation  
Single Family   $1,021,299,952 $992,208,608 ($29,091,344) 
Multi Family   $298,449,004 $293,831,639 ($4,617,365) 
Watt-Hour $28,554,867 $28,163,943 ($390,924) 
Small Load $304,174,646 $293,568,633 ($10,606,013) 
Medium Load $182,089,651 $190,931,933 $8,842,282 
Large Load $156,238,210 $163,347,113 $7,108,903 
Very Large Load $272,718,764 $220,223,894 ($52,494,870) 
Extra Large Load $33,830,495 $7,416,694 ($26,413,801) 
Primary Voltage N/A $107,431,892 $107,431,892 
High Voltage $14,701,146 $14,639,706 ($61,440) 
Railroad $4,622,393 $4,636,031 $13,638 
Fixture-Incl Ltg $16,038,215 $16,056,405 $18,190 
Dusk to Dawn Ltg $3,496,187 $3,787,536 $291,349 
General Ltg $933,470 $902,973 ($30,497) 
    
Total $2,337,147,000 $2,337,147,000 $0 

 167 

Q. Can you provide an updated summary of the charges that would result from setting 168 

mitigated rates in accordance with the ECOSS prepared in compliance with the 169 

Commission’s directives in the Rate Design Investigation Order? 170 

A. Yes.  We updated the four separate tables that were presented in our direct testimony and 171 

incorporated an additional table for the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class, each 172 

showing charges as proposed in ComEd’s initial filing and exemplar charges that would 173 

result from setting mitigated rates in accordance with the ECOSS presented in ComEd 174 

Ex. 22.1, both at an overall revenue requirement of $2,337,147,000.  The exemplar 175 

charges were determined as shown in ComEd Ex. 21.1 and include mitigation for the 176 

Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and Railroad delivery classes.  In order to develop the 177 

exemplar mitigated charges for these three delivery classes, data from the EPEC rate 178 

design spreadsheet provided in ComEd Ex. 21.2 were utilized.  Exemplar charges for 179 

residential customers and Watt-Hour Delivery Class customers are shown for each step of 180 
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ComEd’s 3-step Straight-Fixed-Variable (“SFV”) phase-in proposal in Table SD2:  181 

Delivery Service Charges With SFV Phase-In.  Table SD2 also reflects the fact that 182 

ComEd’s filing has been suspended for hearings and consequently the time periods for 183 

the SFV phase-in are adjusted to account for the 11-month rate case process.  Exemplar 184 

charges for other nonresidential customers, except those in the High Voltage Delivery 185 

Class and the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class, are shown in Table SD3:  186 

Delivery Service Charges for Nonresidential Delivery Classes. 187 

Table SD2:  Delivery Service Charges With SFV Phase-In  
 

 Residential 
Single Family 

Residential 
Multi Family 

Nonresidential 
Watt-Hour 

Current up to Effective date of charges 
resulting from Order in 10-0467 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
    (without Electric Space Heating) 
    (with Electric Space Heating) 

 
 
$7.64/month 
$2.24/month 
 
$0.02407/kWh 
$0.02023/kWh 

 
 
$6.65/month 
$2.24/month 
 
$0.02407/kWh 
$0.02023/kWh 

 
 
$7.35/month 
$1.80/month 
$0.01899/kWh 
 
 

SFV – Step 1 (Effective date of charges resulting from Order in 10-0467 - May 2012)
Proposed in ComEd Direct Testimony 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$19.28/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01720/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$9.56/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01832/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$11.96/month 
$2.81/month 
$0.01981/kWh 
$0.00123/kWh 

Exemplar Charges 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$18.70/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01660/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$9.37/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01800/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$11.74/month 
$2.81/month 
$0.01956/kWh 
$0.00123/kWh 

SFV – Step 2 (June 2012 - May 2013)
Proposed in ComEd Direct Testimony  
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$23.03/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01259/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$11.70/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01339/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$14.43/month 
$2.81/month 
$0.01453/kWh 
$0.00123/kWh 

Exemplar Charges 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT  

 
$22.32/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01215/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$11.47/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.01316/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$14.19/month 
$2.81/month 
$0.01434/kWh 
$0.00123/kWh 

SFV – Step 3 (June 2013)
Proposed in ComEd Direct Testimony   
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 

 
$26.78/month 
$3.20/month 

 
$13.81/month 
$3.20/month 

 
$16.91/month 
$2.81/month 
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  DFC 
  IEDT 

$0.00798/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

$0.00853/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

$0.00922/kWh 
$0.00123/kWh 

Exemplar Charges  
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$25.93/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.00771/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$13.57/month 
$3.20/month 
$0.00833/kWh 
$0.00126/kWh 

 
$16.65/month 
$2.81/month 
$0.00908/kWh 
$0.00123/kWh 

Notes: 
(1) All months shown are monthly billing periods unless a specific date is shown 
(2) Exemplar tariffs resulting from setting rates in accordance with the ECOSS presented in ComEd  
      Ex. 22.1  

 188 

As shown in Table SD3, the exemplar DFC for the customers that would remain in the 189 

Extra Large Load Delivery Class would be $4.20/kW; this charge is mitigated with a 190 

33% movement to cost from the currently effective charge.  As shown in ComEd Ex. 191 

21.2, at 100% of EPEC this charge would be $7.33/kW.  In the event that the 192 

Commission orders ComEd to implement the exemplar rate design and exemplar charges 193 

that ComEd prepared in compliance with the Rate Design Investigation Order, it may be 194 

worthwhile to consider a consolidation of the Very Large Load and Extra Large Load 195 

delivery classes. 196 

Table SD3:  Delivery Service Charges for Nonresidential Delivery Classes 
 Current Charges Proposed Charges 

in ComEd Direct 
Testimony 

Exemplar 
Charges 

Small Load Delivery Class 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$8.29/month 
$6.73/month 
$4.86/kW 
NA 

 
$12.72/month 
$8.92/month 
$5.88/kW 
$0.00123/kWh 

 
$12.64/month 
$8.92/month 
$5.62/kW 
$0.00123/kWh 

Medium Load Delivery Class 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$13.46/month 
$9.68/month 
$5.67/kW 
NA 

 
$14.80/month 
$19.47/month 
$5.55/kW 
$0.00123/kWh 

 
$16.42/month 
$19.48/month 
$5.94/kW 
$0.00123/kWh 

Large Load Delivery Class 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$94.90/month 
$15.33/month 
$6.04/kW 
NA 

 
$59.23/month 
$20.63/month 
$6.06/kW 
$0.00123/kWh 

 
$64.29/month 
$20.68/month 
$6.63/kW 
$0.00123/kWh 
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Table SD3:  Delivery Service Charges for Nonresidential Delivery Classes 
 Current Charges Proposed Charges 

in ComEd Direct 
Testimony 

Exemplar 
Charges 

Very Large Load Delivery Class 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$532.67/month 
$19.60/month 
$5.71/kW 
NA 

 
$547.39/month 
$21.45/month 
$6.04/kW 
$0.00122/kWh 

 
$531.56/month 
$21.60/month 
$6.82/kW 
$0.00122/kWh 

Extra Large Load Delivery Class 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$771.49/month 
$51.60/month 
$3.28/kW 
NA 

 
$944.47/month 
$50.99/month 
$3.76/kW 
$0.00122/kWh 

 
$2,169.59/month 
$65.22/month 
$4.20/kW 
$0.00122/kWh 

Railroad Delivery Class 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  DFC 
  IEDT 

 
$4,298.25/month 
$60.40/month 
$3.17/kW 
NA 

 
$4,378.71/month 
$132.38/month 
$2.88/kW 
$0.00122/kWh 

 
$4,382.89/month 
$132.36/month 
$2.89/kW 
$0.00122/kWh 

    
Notes 
(1) Exemplar charges resulting from setting rates in accordance with the ECOSS presented in ComEd  
      Ex. 22.1 
(2) Excludes the nonresidential High Voltage and exemplar Primary Voltage delivery classes.  

 197 

Exemplar charges for the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class described later in this 198 

testimony are provided in Table SD4: Delivery Service Charges for Exemplar Primary 199 

Voltage Delivery Class. 200 

Table SD4:  Delivery Service Charges for Exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class

 Current Charges Proposed Charges 
in ComEd Direct 
Testimony 

Exemplar 
Charges 

Exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class 
  Customer Charge 
  Standard Metering Service Charge 
  Secondary Voltage DFC 

Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is 
served by electric conductors entering the 
retail customer's premises below 69,000 volts 
with transformation to below 2,400 volts 
provided by the Company 

  Primary Voltage DFC 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is 
served by electric conductors entering the 
retail customer's premises at or above 4,000 
volts but below 69,000 volts with either no 

 
NA 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NA 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 

 
$297.11/month 
$20.02/month 
 
 
 
 
 
$6.63/kW 
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transformation provided by the Company or 
transformation to 2,400 volts or above 
provided by the Company 

  Primary Voltage Transformer Charge 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is 
served by electric conductors entering the 
retail customer's premises above 4,000 volts 
but below 69,000 volts with transformation to 
2,400 volts or above provided by the 
Company 

  IEDT 

 
 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 
NA 

 
 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 
NA 

 
 
$4.53/kW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$0.25/kW 
$0.00122/kWh 

Notes 
(1) Exemplar charges resulting from setting rates in accordance with the ECOSS presented in ComEd  
      Ex. 22.1 
(2) Exemplar Primary Voltage Class presented in compliance with Commission directives in the Rate Design 
     Investigation Order   

 201 

Exemplar charges for customers in the High Voltage Delivery Class are shown in Table 202 

SD5:  Delivery Service Charges for the High Voltage Delivery Class. 203 

Table SD5:  Delivery Service Charges for the High Voltage Delivery Class  
 Current 

Charges 
Proposed Charges 
in ComEd Direct 
Testimony 

Exemplar 
Charges 

Customer Charge 
Applicable if the predominant portion of the 
Maximum Kilowatts Delivered (“MKD”) is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises at or above 69,000 volts 

 
Applicable if the predominant portion of the MKD is 
served by electric conductors entering the retail 
customer's premises below 69,000 volts, and the 
highest demand established by the retail customer 
during the most recent twelve (12) consecutive 
monthly billing periods prior to the current monthly 
billing period for such portion 

never exceeded 100 kW  
exceeded 100 kW but never exceeded 400 kW 
exceeded 400 kW but never exceeded 1,000 kW 
exceeded 1,000 kW but never exceeded 10,000 kW 
exceeded 10,000 kW 

 
 
 
 
$435.11/month 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$8.29/month 
$13.46/month 
$94.90/month  
$532.67/month 
$771.49/month 

$488.85/month $489.01/month 
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Table SD5:  Delivery Service Charges for the High Voltage Delivery Class  
 Current 

Charges 
Proposed Charges 
in ComEd Direct 
Testimony 

Exemplar 
Charges 

Standard Metering Service Charge 
Applicable if the predominant portion of the MKD is 
served by electric conductors entering the retail 
customer's premises at or above 69,000 volts 

 
Applicable if the predominant portion of the MKD is 
served by electric conductors entering the retail 
customer's premises below 69,000 volts and the 
highest demand established by the retail customer 
during the most recent twelve (12) consecutive 
monthly billing periods prior to the current monthly 
billing period for such portion 

never exceeded 100 kW  
exceeded 100 kW but never exceeded 400 kW 
exceeded 400 kW but never exceeded 1,000 kW 
exceeded 1,000 kW but never exceeded 10,000 kW 
exceeded 10,000 kW 

 
 
 
$25.30/month 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$6.73/month 
$9.68/month 
$15.33/month 
$19.60/month 
$51.60/month 

$41.70/month $41.71/month 

High Voltage DFC 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises at or above 69,000 volts, if the highest 
demand established by the retail customer during the 
most recent twelve (12) consecutive monthly billing 
periods prior to the current monthly billing period for 
such portion exceeded 10,000 kW 

 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises at or above 69,000 volts, if the highest 
demand established by the retail customer during the 
most recent twelve (12) consecutive monthly billing 
periods prior to the current monthly billing period for 
such portion never exceeded 10,000 kW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$1.33/kW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$2.87/kW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$0.79/kW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$2.51/kW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$0.24/kW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$0.32/kW 

Standard Voltage DFC 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served by 
electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises below 69,000 volts 
 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served by 
electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises below 69,000 volts, if the highest demand 
established by the retail customer during the most 
recent twelve (12) consecutive monthly billing periods 
prior to the current monthly billing period for such 
portion 

never exceeded 100 kW 
exceeded 100 kW but never exceeded 400 kW 
exceeded 400 kW but never exceeded 1,000 kW  
exceeded 1,000 kW but never exceeded 10,000 kW 
exceeded 10,000 kW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$4.86 
$5.67 
$6.04 
$5.71 
$3.28 

 
 
 
$4.11/kW 
 

 
 
 
NA 
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Table SD5:  Delivery Service Charges for the High Voltage Delivery Class  
 Current 

Charges 
Proposed Charges 
in ComEd Direct 
Testimony 

Exemplar 
Charges 

Secondary Voltage DFC  
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises below 69,000 volts with transformation to 
below 2,400 volts provided by the Company 

 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
$6.63/kW 

Primary Voltage DFC 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises at or above 4,000 volts but below 69,000 
volts with either no transformation provided by the 
Company or transformation to 2,400 volts or above 
provided by the Company 

 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
$4.53/kW 

High Voltage Transformer Charge 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises at or above 69,000 volts, if the highest 
MKD established by the retail customer during the 
most recent twelve (12) consecutive monthly billing 
periods prior to the current monthly billing period 
exceeded 10,000 kW, with transformation provided 
by the Company 
 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises at or above 69,000 volts, if the highest 
MKD established by the retail customer during the 
most recent twelve (12) consecutive monthly billing 
periods prior to the current monthly billing period 
never exceeded 10,000 kW, with transformation 
provided by the Company 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$0.59 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$2.40 

Primary Voltage Transformer Charge 
Applicable to the portion of the MKD that is served 
by electric conductors entering the retail customer's 
premises above 4,000 volts but below 69,000 volts 
with transformation to 2,400 volts or above 
provided by the Company 

 
 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
 
NA 

 
 
 
 
 
$0.25 

IEDT NA $0.00122/kWh $0.00122/kWh 
Note 
(1) Exemplar charges resulting from setting rates in accordance with the ECOSS presented in ComEd  
      Ex. 22.1 

 204 

Exemplar charges for lighting customers are shown in Table SD6:  Delivery Service 205 

Charges for Lighting Customers. 206 
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Table SD6:  Delivery Service Charges for Lighting Customers  
 Current Charges Proposed Charges 

in ComEd Direct 
Testimony 

Exemplar 
Charges  

Fixture-Included Lighting Delivery Class 
Public Street Lighting Fixtures DFCs 

Mercury Vapor (“MV”) 100 Watts  
MV 175 Watts  
MV 250 Watts 
MV 400 Watts 
High Pressure Sodium (“HPS”) 70 Watts  
HPS 100 Watts  
HPS 150 Watts  
HPS 250 Watts  
HPS 400 Watts  
HPS 1,000 Watts  

Private Outdoor Lighting Fixtures DFCs 
MV 175 Watts 
MV 400 Watts 
HPS Flood 100 Watts  
HPS Flood 250 Watts  
HPS 100 Watts 
HPS 150 Watts 

Equipment DFCs 
Mounting Bracket ≤ 8 ft.  
Mounting Bracket > 8 ft.  
Post Top Luminaire 
Acorn Style Luminaire 

IEDT 

($/fixture) 
 
$5.71  
$5.75 
$6.01 

$6.33 
$6.02 
$6.04 
$6.14 
$6.62 
$6.75 
$9.70 
 
$7.93  
$8.63 

$9.29  
$9.30 

$8.40  
$8.28 

 
$3.61  
$5.97  
$1.55  
$3.96 
NA 

($/fixture) 
 
$2.39 
$2.40 
$2.45 
$2.92 
$2.52 
$2.66 
$2.87 
$3.19 
$3.50 
$9.41 
 
$6.60 
$7.51 
$7.14 
$6.81 
$6.92 
$7.17 
 
$5.08 
$6.93 
$6.92 
$9.63 
$0.00122/kWh 

($/fixture) 
 
$2.39 
$2.40 
$2.46 
$2.92 
$2.53 
$2.66 
$2.87 
$3.19 
$3.50 
$9.41 
 
$6.60 
$7.52 
$7.14 
$6.82 
$6.92 
$7.17 
 
$5.09 
$6.94 
$6.93 
$9.64 
$0.00122/kWh 

Dusk to Dawn Lighting Delivery Class 
Standard Metering Service Charge 
DFC 
IEDT 

 
$0.00009/kWh 
$0.01406/kWh 
NA 

 
$0.00021/kWh 
$0.00505/kWh 
$0.00122/kWh 

 
$0.00021/kWh 
$0.00559/kWh 
$0.00122/kWh 

General Lighting Delivery Class 
Standard Metering Service Charge 
DFC 
IEDT 

 
$0.00010/kWh 
$0.01058/kWh 
NA 

 
$0.00021/kWh 
$0.01265/kWh 
$0.00122/kWh 

 
$0.00021/kWh 
$0.01219/kWh 
$0.00122/kWh 

Note 
(1) Exemplar charges resulting from setting rates in accordance with the ECOSS presented in ComEd  
      Ex. 22.1 

 207 

Each of these five tables (Table SD2 through Table SD6) also shows currently applicable 208 

delivery service charges for comparison purposes.  The proposed and exemplar customer 209 

charges, standard metering service charges, DFCs, transformer charges, IEDTs, and 210 

fixture charges for each delivery class are based on ComEd’s revenue requirement of 211 

$2,337,147,000 and weather-adjusted 2009 test year billing units, as provided in ComEd 212 

Ex. 16.2 and ComEd Ex. 21.1, respectively. 213 
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Q. Can you provide, on an overall basis, a comparison of the current and the exemplar 214 

delivery service charges? 215 

A. Yes.  On a per kWh basis, current and exemplar overall charges for delivery service are 216 

shown in Table SD7: Overall Standard Delivery Service Charges. 217 

Table SD7: Overall Standard Delivery Service Charges 
 Current Exemplar % Change 
Single Family $0.0361/kWh $0.0448/kWh 24.1% 
  Without Electric Space Heat $0.0365/kWh $0.0454/kWh 24.3% 
  With Electric Space Heat $0.0254/kWh $0.0293/kWh 15.4% 
Multi Family $0.0435/kWh $0.0482/kWh 10.8% 
  Without Electric Space Heat $0.0483/kWh $0.0535/kWh 10.8% 
  With Electric Space Heat $0.0304/kWh $0.0336/kWh 10.5% 
Watt-Hour $0.0386/kWh $0.0519/kWh 34.5% 
Small Load $0.0199/kWh $0.0253/kWh 27.1% 
Medium Load $0.0161/kWh $0.0182/kWh 13.0% 
Large Load $0.0149/kWh $0.0174/kWh 16.8% 
Very Large Load $0.0131/kWh $0.0169/kWh 29.0% 
Extra Large Load $0.0066/kWh $0.0095/kWh 43.9% 
Primary Voltage  NA $0.0125/kWh NA 
High Voltage $0.0027/kWh $0.0029/kWh 7.4% 
Railroad $0.0087/kWh $0.0092/kWh 5.7% 
Fixture-Included Lighting $0.1299/kWh $0.1053/kWh (18.9%) 
Dusk to Dawn Lighting $0.0142/kWh $0.0070/kWh (50.7%) 
General Lighting $0.0107/kWh $0.0136/kWh 27.1% 

 218 

While the residential delivery classes are consolidated under ComEd’s proposed and the 219 

exemplar rate designs, the overall charges for delivery service are shown in Table SD7 220 

for the current four residential delivery classes as well as for the two residential delivery 221 

classes for comparative purposes. 222 

C. Exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class 223 

Q. Why has ComEd presented an exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class with 224 

exemplar charges applicable to service provided at primary voltages? 225 

A. The Commission directed ComEd to consider redefining rate classes on the basis of 226 

voltage or equipment usage to better reflect the cost of service.  (RDIO at 40)  Further, 227 
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the Commission directed ComEd to identify customers receiving power at 4 kV or higher 228 

as primary system customers and customers receiving power at levels below 4 kV as 229 

secondary system customers.  The Commission also directed that rates should then be 230 

charged accordingly.  (Id. at 84) 231 

Q. How has ComEd addressed these directives? 232 

A. ComEd addressed these directives by developing an exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery 233 

Class with a Primary Voltage DFC applicable to service provided at primary voltages.  In 234 

addition, to differentiate charges for untransformed primary service from primary service 235 

with ComEd-provided transformation to a primary voltage, an exemplar Primary Voltage 236 

Transformer Charge that applies to primary service with such transformation3 was 237 

developed.  Finally, because many of the customers receiving primary voltage service 238 

also receive secondary voltage service, ComEd developed a Secondary Voltage DFC 239 

applicable to service provided at secondary voltages through ComEd-provided 240 

transformation to a secondary voltage.   241 

Q. Can you describe the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class? 242 

A. Yes.  The exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class includes any nonresidential retail 243 

customer for which at one or more points of delivery (a) the voltage of the electricity 244 

entering the retail customer’s premises is at or above 4 kV but below 69 kV, (b) either no 245 

transformation is provided by ComEd or transformation to 2,400 volts or above is 246 

                                                 
3 Such a transformation of primary service (i.e., electric conductors entering the retail customer's premises 

above 4,000 volts but below 69,000 volts) with ComEd-provided transformation to 2,400 volts or above is referred 
to in this testimony as a “primary voltage transformer”.  Similarly, a transformation of primary service with ComEd-
provided transformation to below 2,400 volts is referred to in this testimony as a “secondary voltage transformer”.   
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provided by ComEd4, and (c) a separate metering installation is provided.  ComEd Ex. 247 

21.3 contains exemplar tariffs revisions indicating the changes necessary if the 248 

Commission approves this exemplar delivery class and the accompanying rate design.  249 

The exemplar tariff revisions also provide for changes to the rate design for the High 250 

Voltage Delivery Class that are consistent with the rate design for the exemplar Primary 251 

Voltage Delivery Class. 252 

Q. Can you describe how charges would apply to the exemplar Primary Voltage 253 

Delivery Class? 254 

A. Yes.  A customer that would be eligible for service under the Primary Voltage Delivery 255 

Class would have a single customer charge and a single standard metering service charge 256 

based upon the standard services provided to customers in the class.  The application of 257 

DFCs and transformer charges would be service point specific.  For example, a customer 258 

with three service points; where Point 1 is metered at 12 kV without a ComEd 259 

transformer, Point 2 is metered at 4 kV with a ComEd 34 kV to 4 kV transformer, and 260 

Point 3 is metered at 120/240 V with a ComEd 7,200 V to 120/240 V transformer, will 261 

have different charges applied for the demand set on each meter.  The portion of the 262 

Maximum Kilowatts Delivered (“MKD”) for Point 1 would be charged a DFC of $4.53 263 

per kW as determined in ComEd Ex. 21.1.  The portion of the MKD for Point 2 would 264 

also be charged a DFC of $4.53 per kW for the primary voltage service delivered and an 265 

additional $0.25 per kW as a separate bill line item for the primary voltage transformer 266 

                                                 
4 ComEd classified transformations to 2,400 volts three-phase three-wire delta ungrounded service as a 

primary voltage transformation because ComEd considers such ungrounded service as a form of 4 kV service that is 
similar to 4,000 volts three-phase four-wire wye grounded service.  Such ungrounded service is often used for deep 
well pumps.  In total, there were about 150 accounts identified with such 2,400 volts three-phase three-wire delta 
ungrounded service.  
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provided by ComEd.  Finally, the portion of the MKD for Point 3 would be charged a 267 

DFC of $6.63 per kW for the secondary voltage service point as determined in ComEd 268 

Ex. 21.1.  The exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class would also have its own 269 

Standard Meter Allowance (“SMA”) based upon the typical single standard meter 270 

provided to the class.  In the event that the Commission orders ComEd to implement the 271 

exemplar rate design and exemplar charges that ComEd prepared in compliance with the 272 

Rate Design Investigation Order, the SMAs for the delivery classes, including the 273 

Primary Voltage Delivery Class, would be as provided in ComEd Ex. 21.4. 274 

D. Analysis of ComEd’s Primary and Secondary Costs 275 

Q. In addressing the Commission’s directives in the Rate Design Investigation Order, 276 

did ComEd identify customers receiving power at or above 4 kV as primary system 277 

customers (RDIO at 39 and 84)? 278 

A. Yes.  In order to comply with the Commission’s directive to identify customers that 279 

receive service at a primary voltage (i.e., 4 kV, 12 kV, or 34 kV) and develop rates based 280 

upon receiving such service, ComEd reviewed approximately 1,350 customer accounts 281 

that have metered service points with potential transformers (“PTs”)5.  These accounts 282 

were selected because the use of a PT indicates that the customer’s electrical usage is 283 

measured at a primary voltage, making the customer a possible candidate for 284 

classification as an exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class customer.  ComEd 285 

reviewed each account to confirm eligibility by determining if no further ComEd 286 

transformation is provided or if a ComEd transformation is provided to 2,400 volts or 287 

                                                 
5 A potential transformer is meter-related device that steps down a primary voltage to a lower voltage for 

purpose of measuring electrical use with a meter. 
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above.  ComEd personnel and external contractors performed this review over four 288 

months.  It required a review of ComEd maps, billing records, and in many instances 289 

field reviews.   290 

Q. How many customer accounts did ComEd identify as having primary voltage 291 

service points? 292 

A. ComEd identified (1) 357 customer accounts with one or more primary voltage service 293 

points without ComEd-provided transformation to a primary voltage; (2) 527 customer 294 

accounts with one or more primary voltage service points with ComEd-provided 295 

transformation to a primary voltage; and (3) 24 customer accounts with primary voltage 296 

service points, some with and some without ComEd-provided transformation to a primary 297 

voltage.  ComEd also identified 17 customer accounts in the High Voltage Delivery Class 298 

that had primary voltage service points in addition to their high voltage service points.  299 

Thus, of the approximately 1,350 customer accounts reviewed, ComEd identified a total 300 

of 925 with one or more primary voltage service points.  Many of these customer 301 

accounts also have service points with ComEd-provided transformation to a secondary 302 

voltage.   303 

Q. Of the customer accounts that ComEd reviewed, did ComEd identify any customers 304 

for which metering was at or above 4 kV but that should be classified as secondary 305 

customers (RDIO at 84)? 306 

A. Yes.  The approximately 425 remaining customer accounts that were reviewed were 307 

classified as secondary customers.  ComEd determined that these customer accounts were 308 

not eligible for inclusion in the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class because all the 309 

electricity that they utilize is delivered through ComEd-provided transformation to a 310 
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secondary voltage.  The electricity provided to these customers is simply metered prior to 311 

its transformation to secondary voltages. 312 

Q. Were any other customers classified as secondary customers? 313 

A. Yes.  All of ComEd’s other almost 3.8 million customers that were not reviewed, 314 

excluding the two railroad customers, were classified as secondary customers. 315 

Q. Did ComEd prepare a primary/secondary analysis to reflect the results of this 316 

review? 317 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 21.5 provides the primary/secondary analysis and a detailed description 318 

of the allocations and cost assignments of ComEd’s plant costs resulting from this 319 

review. 320 

Q. Can you describe how the primary/secondary analysis in ComEd Ex. 21.5 is 321 

different from or similar to the analysis provided in ComEd Ex. 16.5? 322 

A. Yes.  The analysis provided in ComEd Ex. 21.5 utilizes much of the same analysis 323 

provided in ComEd Ex. 16.5 with the following differences:   324 

 While Account 362 – Station Equipment and Account 368 – Line Transformers 325 
were not addressed in ComEd Ex. 16.5, they were included in the 326 
primary/secondary analysis in ComEd Ex. 21.5 in order to allocate transformer 327 
costs to customers in delivery classes with service points at which ComEd 328 
provides transformation.   329 

 In ComEd Ex. 16.5, the costs identified as “Secondary” were costs assigned to 330 
delivery classes that ComEd identified as using the secondary voltage distribution 331 
system and costs identified as “Primary” were costs assigned to all delivery 332 
classes.  In the analysis shown in ComEd Ex. 21.5, costs identified as 333 
“Secondary” are allocated to customers in delivery classes with service points at 334 
which a secondary voltage (i.e., 480 volts or less) is provided via ComEd-335 
provided transformation.  Costs identified as “Primary Voltage Transformer” are 336 
assigned just to customers in the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Classes with 337 
service points at which ComEd provides transformation to a primary voltage.  338 
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This designation is necessary to comply with the Commission’s order to allow for 339 
a differentiation of charges for primary voltage customers that do not utilize 340 
ComEd-provided transformation.  Finally, costs identified as “Shared” are 341 
assigned to all delivery classes and are for facilities necessary for ComEd’s 342 
general distribution system. 343 

Q. Can you please list and describe how the cost assignments in ComEd Ex. 21.5 for 344 

each plant account are different from or similar to the assignments provided in 345 

ComEd Ex. 16.5? 346 

A. Yes.  ComEd first addressed the two plant accounts included in ComEd Ex. 21.5 that 347 

were not included in ComEd Ex. 16.5, which are Accounts 362 and 368.  The 348 

descriptions in the plant data for these accounts do not provide enough detail to specify 349 

which transformers are provided to which customers or delivery classes.  Consequently, 350 

an allocator was created to assign these costs.  To determine the allocator, ComEd 351 

estimated the costs to purchase and install all of the secondary voltage transformers on its 352 

system and the costs to purchase and install all of the primary voltage transformers for 353 

the almost 530 customer accounts with primary voltage transformers as identified by 354 

ComEd.  This calculation method showed that 1.9% of transformer costs should be 355 

allocated to customers with service points at which ComEd provides transformation to a 356 

primary voltage.  Additionally, the remaining 98.1% should be allocated to customers 357 

with service points at which ComEd provides transformation to a secondary voltage (i.e., 358 

480 volts or less).  This calculation is provided on page 10 of ComEd Ex. 21.5.  ComEd 359 

then reviewed the plant account descriptions in accounts 362 and 368 for any costs 360 

identified either as an Electric Service Station (“ESS”), which are transformers used to 361 

serve individual customer premises, or as general line transformer facilities that include 362 

the word “Mass” in the plant account description, and those costs were assigned as 98.1% 363 

to secondary and 1.9% to primary voltage transformers.  Facilities identified as DSS 364 
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(Distribution Substations) and TDC (Transmission Distribution Center) were assigned as 365 

100% shared costs because those transformers are used to step down a primary or high 366 

voltage to a distribution voltage that is used for general distribution purposes  (i.e., such 367 

facilities serve both primary voltage and secondary voltage service points).  Finally, costs 368 

identified as a NC (Network Center) were assigned as 100% secondary because those 369 

transformers serve secondary voltages.  Accordingly, NC costs were excluded from the 370 

transformer allocator determination provided on page 10 of ComEd Ex. 21.5.  This same 371 

1.9% and 98.1% transformer allocator was used in other plant accounts if facilities were 372 

identified as an ESS. 373 

Q. What other accounts have assignments that are different from or similar to the 374 

assignments provided in ComEd Ex. 16.5? 375 

A. There are five other accounts. 376 

For Account 361 – Structures and Improvements, the same allocation method was 377 

used as was provided in ComEd Ex. 16.5.  378 

For Account 364 – Poles, Towers, and Fixtures, the same allocation method was 379 

used as was provided in ComEd Ex. 16.5 except that additional poles that were 380 

previously assigned as 100% primary costs were assigned as 50% secondary costs and 381 

50% shared costs to recognize poles that may have a secondary voltage transformer and 382 

no secondary distribution wire attached.   383 

For Account 365 – Overhead Conductors and Devices, ComEd changed its 384 

allocation of weather resistant wire.  Specifically, as a result of recognizing secondary 385 

voltage transformers as secondary costs in the compliant primary/secondary analysis, 386 

more of the costs of the weather resistant wire were assigned to secondary because such 387 
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wire can be used (1) to connect two or three overhead single-phase transformers together 388 

for use in providing three-phase secondary voltage service or (2) to connect the bushings 389 

of an individual overhead single-phase transformer to secondary distribution or service 390 

wire.  The compliant primary/secondary analysis assigned 70% of the weather resistant 391 

wire costs to secondary and the remaining 30% to shared, whereas the previous analysis 392 

assigned only 18% to secondary and the remaining 82% to primary.  ComEd also 393 

developed an allocator for bare copper wire, which is provided on page 16 of ComEd Ex. 394 

21.5, to account for that wire being typically used in grounding installations of 395 

transformers and surge arresters to protect ComEd’s distribution system.  The 396 

primary/secondary analysis in ComEd Ex. 16.5 assigned 100% of the costs for bare 397 

copper wire to primary and the compliant analysis assigns 44.6% as secondary costs, 398 

0.2% to primary transformer costs, and 55.2% as shared costs.   399 

For Account 366 – Underground Conduit and Account 367 – Underground 400 

Conductors and Devices the same allocation methods were used as was provided in 401 

ComEd Ex. 16.5.  402 

Q. How do the overall results of the primary/secondary analysis in ComEd Ex. 21.5 403 

compare to ComEd Ex. 16.5? 404 

A. The following points provide a comparison of the compliant primary/secondary analysis 405 

provided in ComEd Ex. 21.5 with ComEd’s proposed primary/secondary analysis 406 

provided in ComEd Ex. 16.5: 407 

 In ComEd Ex. 21.5 almost $24.9 million, or 0.28% of the almost $8.860 billion 408 
plant costs reviewed, is assigned to primary voltage transformers.  In ComEd Ex. 409 
16.5, ComEd did not have an assignment for primary voltage transformers.  410 
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 In ComEd Ex. 21.5, almost $2.538 billion (which includes $1.403 billion for the 411 
additional plant accounts 362 and 368), or 28.65% of the almost $8.860 billion 412 
plant costs reviewed, is assigned to secondary.  In ComEd Ex. 16.5, almost $980 413 
million, or 13.6% of the almost $7.195 billion plant costs reviewed in that 414 
analysis was assigned to secondary.   415 

 In ComEd Ex. 21.5, almost $6.296 billion (which includes $237 million for the 416 
additional plant accounts 362 and 368), or 71.07% of the almost $8.860 billion 417 
plant costs reviewed, are assigned to shared costs.  In ComEd Ex. 16.5, almost 418 
$6.215 billion, or 86.4% of the almost $7.195 billion plant costs reviewed in that 419 
analysis was assigned to primary which was a shared cost in that analysis.   420 

Q. The Commission directed ComEd to “conform the engineering assumptions that 421 

drive its analysis of primary and secondary costs through the implementation of 422 

sampling methods for physical inspections to confirm engineering judgments and to 423 

provide this supporting documentation in its cost of service testimony in subsequent 424 

rate proceedings before this Commission”.  (RDIO at 38).  How did you comply with 425 

that directive? 426 

A. ComEd used both engineering assumptions and actual data when available to determine 427 

allocators to assign primary and secondary costs in the seven Uniform System of 428 

Accounts (“USOA”) accounts reviewed.  Almost $8.860 billion of plant costs are 429 

included in these seven accounts, and approximately $2.563 billion of this total are 430 

assigned as secondary costs or primary voltage transformer costs.  Of the $2.563 billion, 431 

less than 6% is assigned based solely on engineering assumptions.  The remaining $6.297 432 

billion are costs mostly for overhead and underground conductors and poles that are used 433 

to distribute electricity at a primary voltage to serve customers with primary voltage 434 

service points and customers with secondary voltage service points. Accordingly, these 435 

are shared costs because the facilities are necessary to serve all these customers.  436 
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Q. Can you describe the categories of costs in ComEd’s compliant primary/secondary 437 

analysis for which ComEd used actual available data from its electronic systems and 438 

performed manual reviews and the associated dollars related to each situation? 439 

A. Yes.  The following are categories of costs for which ComEd used actual data and 440 

performed manual reviews in its primary/secondary analysis to develop allocators for 441 

plant costs that comprise the $2.563 billion in costs which are assigned as secondary 442 

costs or primary voltage transformer costs:  443 

 Transformer Costs.  ComEd used the actual count of transformer size and types 444 
from the ComEd Geographical Information System (“CEGIS“) to determine the 445 
number of secondary voltage transformers on ComEd’s system.  ComEd also used 446 
the same system to determine the actual number, size, and voltage of primary 447 
voltage transformers serving primary voltage customers.  This transformer 448 
information was used along with current purchase and installation costs to 449 
develop an allocator to assign transformer costs.  The transformer related costs 450 
assigned as secondary costs or primary voltage transformer costs are almost 451 
$1.304 billion in plant costs, or 50.9% of the $2.563 billion.  452 

 Underground Conduit.  ComEd used the actual feet of conduit with secondary 453 
wire from CEGIS to determine the feet of conduit in Chicago with secondary wire 454 
relative to the total feet of conduit in Chicago.  Outside the City of Chicago, 455 
ComEd performed a manual review of its maps to determine the actual total feet 456 
of conduit with secondary wire and compared that to its plant data footage to 457 
estimate the percentage to be assigned to secondary outside the City of Chicago.  458 
Underground conduit costs that were assigned as secondary costs are almost $19 459 
million in plant costs, or 0.7% of the $2.563 billion.   460 

 Bare Copper Wire.  ComEd used the actual count of transformers as previously 461 
discussed with respect to transformer costs and the length of ground wire 462 
specified in its construction standards for transformer installations to estimate the 463 
total footage of bare copper wire required to provide ground installations for all 464 
transformers.  ComEd also used its construction standards to estimate the number 465 
of lightning arresters, and the associated length of bare copper wire to ground 466 
those arresters, that are required to protect its distribution system.  Using these 467 
calculations, an estimated total amount of bare copper wire was determined for all 468 
of the transformer and lightning arrestor installations and a percentage allocator 469 
was calculated based upon the amount of bare copper wire necessary for each 470 
type of installation.  The bare copper wire costs assigned as secondary costs or 471 
primary transformer voltage costs are almost $15 million in plant costs, or 0.6% 472 
of the $2.563 billion. 473 
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 Poles.  ComEd performed sampling to estimate the total number of poles with a 474 
secondary distribution wire attached to determine how much in pole costs should 475 
be assigned to secondary.  Additionally, ComEd’s compliant primary/secondary 476 
analysis used an estimate for a small portion of poles (60,000 out of 1.3 million) 477 
to estimate the number of poles that may have a ComEd secondary voltage 478 
transformer but no secondary distribution wire attached to include some of those 479 
pole costs as secondary.  ComEd is also in the process of investigating its ability 480 
to refine CEGIS to develop a more complete relationship between ComEd’s poles 481 
and its secondary wire in order to determine more precisely how many poles may 482 
have secondary wire attached.  The pole costs assigned as secondary costs are 483 
almost $179 million in plant costs, or 7.0% of the $2.563 billion.  484 

 Secondary Cable and Bus.  ComEd assigned secondary wire and bus racks 485 
specifically identified in the plant data, which are used solely for secondary 486 
distribution systems, as 100% secondary costs.  The secondary cable and bus 487 
costs that were assigned as secondary costs are almost $703 million in plant costs, 488 
or 27.4% of the $2.563 billion. 489 

 Network Transformers and Transformer Brackets.  Transformers specifically 490 
identified in the plant data as transformers that serve a secondary network were 491 
assigned as 100% secondary costs because those transformers only serve a 492 
secondary voltage.  The network transformers and transformer brackets costs that 493 
were assigned as secondary costs are almost $178 million in plant costs, or 6.9% 494 
of the $2.563 billion.  495 

 Non-Unitized Plant costs.  Costs identified as “Non-Unitized” were allocated 496 
using a weighted average of all of the allocators for secondary costs and primary 497 
voltage transformer costs.  Non-Unitized costs accounted for about $33 million in 498 
plant costs assigned as secondary costs or primary voltage transformer costs, or 499 
1.3% of the $2.563 billion.  500 

Q. Can you describe the situations in ComEd’s compliant primary/secondary analysis 501 

for which ComEd used engineering assumptions to develop allocators and the 502 

associated plant costs related to those allocators? 503 

A. Yes.  The only situation for which ComEd used engineering assumptions in its 504 

primary/secondary analysis was in developing allocators and the associated plant costs 505 

related to those allocators for weather resistant wire.  ComEd uses weather resistant wire 506 

(1) to connect two or three overhead single-phase transformers together for use in 507 

providing three-phase service, or (2) to connect the bushings of an individual overhead 508 
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single phase transformer to secondary distribution or service wire.  In the past, weather 509 

resistant wire also was used for open wire secondary installations and for primary voltage 510 

distributions systems in areas where tree contact may be likely.  ComEd does not have a 511 

reasonable way to estimate how many feet of wire it may have installed for such use 512 

because ComEd has not installed open wire secondary for more than 20 years.  Further, 513 

ComEd does not distinguish weather resistant wire from bare wire on its maps of primary 514 

voltage circuits.  As a result, ComEd assumed that more of the wire has been used for 515 

secondary voltage purposes and assigned 70% as secondary costs and 30% as shared 516 

costs.  Weather resistant wire costs that were assigned as secondary costs amounted to 517 

slightly under $133 million in plant costs, or 5.2% of the $2.563 billion assigned as 518 

secondary costs and primary voltage transformer costs. 519 

Q. Are there any other directives from the Rate Design Investigation Order that need 520 

to be addressed? 521 

A. Yes.  The Commission directed ComEd to develop and provide 1) function based 522 

definitions of service voltages for facilities other than the line transformers already 523 

addressed; and 2) an analysis of which customer groups are served by which system 524 

service components. (RDIO at 40) and to use direct observation or sampling and 525 

estimation techniques of ComEd‘s system to develop more accurate and transparent 526 

differentiation of primary and secondary costs. (RDIO at 38) 527 

Q. Has ComEd satisfied the Commission directive to develop “function based 528 

definitions of service voltages for facilities other than the line transformers already 529 

addressed”?  530 
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A. Yes.  ComEd’s primary/secondary analysis presented in ComEd Ex. 21.5 assigns costs to 531 

distribution facilities based on the function that the facilities serve.  For example, the 532 

function of ComEd secondary voltage wire and secondary voltage transformers is to 533 

deliver electricity at a secondary voltage and the associated costs are assigned as 534 

secondary costs.  The function of transformers serving specific customer premises for 535 

which both the source and load side voltages are primary voltages is to deliver electricity 536 

at a primary voltage and the associated costs are assigned as primary transformer costs.  537 

The function of ComEd’s remaining facilities is to deliver electricity at both primary and 538 

secondary voltages and the associated costs are assigned as shared costs. 539 

Q. Has ComEd satisfied the Commission directive to develop “an analysis of which 540 

customer groups are served by which system service components”? 541 

A. Yes.  ComEd’s primary/secondary analysis presented in ComEd Ex. 21.5 and the 542 

exemplar rate design for the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class address this 543 

directive.  The analysis does not assign any of ComEd’s transformation costs (excluding 544 

Distribution Substation transformers, Transmission Substation transformers, and 545 

Transmission Distribution Center transformers) to customers with  respect to service 546 

points that are served at high or primary voltages and do not utilize ComEd transformers, 547 

and no transformer charge would be applied to customers’ demands set at such points.  548 

Conversely, if a customer in this exemplar class utilizes a ComEd transformer at one or 549 

more of its service points, appropriate charges that reflect the costs of providing the 550 

transformation would be applied to the customers’ demands set at the applicable service 551 

points. 552 
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Q. How did you address the Commission’s directive to develop and provide “direct 553 

observation or sampling and estimation techniques of ComEd‘s system to develop 554 

more accurate and transparent differentiation of primary and secondary costs”? 555 

A. We addressed this directive in two parts.  First, ComEd used, when available, actual data 556 

from its electronic systems, performed, when necessary, manual reviews of its 557 

distribution system to confirm engineering judgments relating to primary/secondary 558 

costs, and provided supporting documentation.  (RDIO at 38)  Second, as described next 559 

in this testimony, ComEd addressed whether sampling techniques could be used to 560 

allocate costs to delivery classes for underground circuits operating at primary voltage 561 

serving customers only at secondary voltages.  (Id.) 562 

E. Analysis of Underground Circuits Operating at Primary Voltage 563 

Q. As the Commission directed in the Rate Design Investigation Order, did ComEd 564 

explore if sampling techniques can be used to allocate costs to customer classes for 565 

underground circuits operating at primary voltage serving customers only at 566 

secondary voltages? (RDIO at 38). 567 

A. Yes.  ComEd reviewed its available circuit data and found that a majority of its primary 568 

voltage circuits (commonly referred to as “feeders” or “lines”) deliver electricity across 569 

both overhead and underground facilities in its primary distribution system and serve a 570 

variety of customers in the residential, nonresidential, and lighting delivery classes.  571 

These circuits and facilities form an integrated grid network and are interconnected in 572 

such a way that most circuits are able to quickly provide short-term back-up service to 573 

other circuits when there is a need to perform maintenance or repair damaged facilities or 574 

to provide long-term relief to other local distribution feeders.  A primary circuit that 575 
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typically serves residential customers may be switched at any moment to assist in serving 576 

nonresidential customers in the short-term or long-term if conditions require such an 577 

operating configuration.  Likewise, a primary circuit that may typically serve 578 

nonresidential customers may be switched at any time to assist in serving residential 579 

customers in the short-term or long-term if conditions require such an operating 580 

configuration. 581 

Consequently, an attempt to determine the location of particular customers’ 582 

service points on ComEd’s almost 6,400 primary distribution circuits to ascertain if the 583 

underground portion of any circuit serves customers receiving a secondary voltage at any 584 

moment would not result in a productive effort due to the operating flexibility that is built 585 

into ComEd’s system to address various short-term and long-term conditions.  Therefore, 586 

as appropriate, neither the primary/secondary analysis provided in ComEd Ex. 16.5 nor 587 

the primary/secondary analysis provided in ComEd Ex. 21.5 utilize sampling techniques 588 

or any other means to allocate costs to delivery classes for underground circuits operating 589 

at primary voltage serving customers only at secondary voltages.   590 

Q. Can ComEd provide examples of primary circuits that deliver electricity across 591 

both overhead and underground facilities in its primary distribution system and 592 

serve both primary voltage and secondary voltage customers? 593 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 21.6 provides a table of four primary circuits that deliver electricity 594 

across both overhead and underground facilities in its primary distribution system and 595 

serve a diverse group of customers that includes secondary voltage residential, 596 

nonresidential, and lighting customers, in addition to serving primary voltage 597 

nonresidential customers and railroad traction power substations.  The interconnection 598 
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points for the various customers are scattered along the overhead or underground circuits.  599 

Attempts to separately allocate the underground and overhead costs of primary circuits 600 

based upon the load established by each customer on the circuit and the location of each 601 

customer along the circuit in relation to its origin or some other point would be arbitrary 602 

and unnecessarily complicated.  ComEd's primary/secondary analyses appropriately 603 

indentify and allocate costs for poles, conduit, transformers, and wire based upon the 604 

operating voltage or the voltage of facilities that the structure supports without 605 

segmenting ComEd’s almost 6,400 primary circuits based upon connection points for 606 

individual customers. 607 

F. Analysis of Other Utilities’ Treatment of Primary/Secondary Systems and 608 
Costs 609 

Q. Did ComEd examine other utilities to consider how they differentiate and allocate 610 

primary and secondary systems and costs (RDIO at 39)? 611 

A. Yes.  ComEd examined 35 other utilities to consider how they differentiate and allocate 612 

primary and secondary systems and costs.  ComEd’s examination included 613 

communications with employees of several utilities to discuss how these other utilities 614 

differentiate and allocate primary and secondary systems and costs.  In addition, ComEd 615 

performed a thorough review of the 35 utilities’ tariffs, rates, and categorizations of 616 

customers. 617 

Q. Why was the examination limited to 35 utilities? 618 

A. The examination was limited to unbundled, delivery utilities, but includes nearly every 619 

electric utility that has gone through some form of unbundling or restructuring in the past 620 
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15 years.  These utilities are in the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, Texas, and 621 

California. 622 

Q. Was every unbundled delivery utility included in the examination? 623 

A. No.  A handful of unbundled, shareholder-owned utilities were not included in the 624 

examination.  The excluded utilities are either very small, such as Unitil Corporation, or 625 

utilities that are affiliated with other utilities that were examined.  For example, First 626 

Energy-Ohio, First Energy Jersey Central Power and Light Company (“JCP&L”) and 627 

First Energy Pennsylvania Electric Company (“Penelec”) were examined, but their 628 

affiliate, First Energy Metropolitan Edison Company, was not.  629 

Q. How did ComEd obtain information regarding the manner in which the examined 630 

utilities differentiate and allocate their primary and secondary systems and costs? 631 

A. Employees from a number of the utilities provided some information, primarily from 632 

current rate cases, in telephone conversations and through e-mail because this 633 

information was not readily accessible through publicly available sources.  However, it is 634 

not clear if ComEd obtained all pertinent information regarding these utilities’ practices.  635 

Moreover, there was no indication how, or even if, the utilities’ cost differentiation and 636 

allocation practices were or will be ultimately adopted for use in setting their rates. 637 

Q. Can any generalizations be made about how other utilities differentiate and allocate 638 

their primary and secondary systems and costs? 639 

A. Aside from observing that utilities prepare cost studies, no.  The cost studies themselves 640 

are not necessarily similar in nature; for example, some utilities prepare marginal cost 641 

studies while others develop embedded cost studies and appear to follow the guidelines in 642 
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the NARUC manual to at least some extent.  It is not even clear if the costs, as 643 

differentiated and allocated in the cost studies, are used to determine charges that 644 

customers pay for service.  A myriad of other factors beside cost allocation can be used to 645 

determine charges for electric service, in accordance with the orders of the regulatory 646 

agency overseeing the utilities’ operations.  647 

Q. Why did ComEd examine these other utilities’ tariffs, rates, and categorizations of 648 

customers? 649 

A. Because specific data detailing the actual cost differentiation and allocation practices of 650 

the utilities were not readily accessible, and the data obtained potentially was not even 651 

utilized to develop the actual rates and charges that are applied to these utilities’ 652 

customers, ComEd determined that an examination of the actual distribution tariff 653 

provisions and rates of these utilities could provide useful insights reflective of the 654 

differentiation and allocation of primary and secondary systems and costs and the 655 

resultant impacts upon customers.  The results of that examination are presented in 656 

ComEd Ex. 21.7.   657 

Q. Do the examined utilities neatly segment customers as being either primary or 658 

secondary customers? 659 

A. No.  It is striking how much variety exists with respect to the segmentation of customers.  660 

There are variations among utilities within a single regional transmission operator’s 661 

(“RTO’s”) system, state, and even utility holding company. 662 

Q. What are some of the ways in which utilities differentiate customers? 663 
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A. Of the utilities examined, 23 differentiate customers only on the basis of service voltage.  664 

Nine utilities use demand, in addition to service voltage, to differentiate customer classes.  665 

Additionally, some utilities consider the activities in which the customers are engaged 666 

(e.g., factory, school, or government building), while others distinguish customers by 667 

vintage of service, such as being served since a particular date.  Among the utilities that 668 

differentiate customers on the basis of service voltage, the actual service voltage 669 

differentiation points differ substantially.  Two utilities do not use voltage levels in 670 

differentiating customers. 671 

Q. How many of the examined utilities actually have separate rates for primary and 672 

secondary voltages? 673 

A. All but one of the examined utilities have some distinctions in their rates for primary 674 

versus secondary service.  The only exception is Duquesne Light Company, which serves 675 

Pittsburgh and southwest Pennsylvania.  According to a Duquesne Light representative, 676 

while the utility does not distinguish between primary and secondary voltage, it does 677 

offer high voltage discounts for subway and railroad customers.  It also has an 678 

untransformed service for approximately 20 of its largest commercial and industrial 679 

customers. 680 

Q. What are the specific voltage level criteria used by other utilities to differentiate 681 

between primary and secondary rates? 682 

A. The specific level differentiating primary from secondary voltage varies, from as high as 683 

13.2 kV for Baltimore Gas and Electric (“BG&E”), which serves Baltimore and large 684 

portions of central Maryland, to as low as above 480 volts for United Illuminating (“UI”), 685 

which serves the Bridgeport and New Haven metropolitan areas in Connecticut.  Several 686 
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utilities use 4 kV (or 2.4 kV) as the dividing line.  These include DTE Energy, which 687 

serves Detroit and Southeast Michigan, Potomac Electric Power Company (“PEPCO”), 688 

which serves Washington DC, and the immediate Maryland suburbs, National Grid – 689 

Massachusetts, which serves portions of western Massachusetts, Iberdrola Central Maine 690 

Power, which serves Portland and large portions of southern Maine, Southern California 691 

Edison (“SCE”), which serves the Los Angeles metropolitan area (excluding Los Angeles 692 

proper) and large portions of southern California, and JCP&L, which serves portions of 693 

northern and central New Jersey. 694 

Q. Do any of the examined utilities distinguish between primary and secondary service 695 

on the basis of the provision of transformation by the utility?  696 

A. Yes.  Oncor Energy, which serves Dallas and large portions of north Texas, bases its 697 

distinction between primary and secondary service entirely on the number of 698 

transformations it provides.  Under its primary service offering, Oncor provides only one 699 

transformation, while under its secondary service offering, Oncor provides two or more 700 

transformations.  701 

Q. Do any of the examined utilities require primary service customers to provide their 702 

own transformation? 703 

A. Yes.  Seventeen utilities require that primary service customers provide their own 704 

transformation.  These utilities include BG&E, Consumers Energy, which serves much of 705 

the lower peninsula of Michigan outside of the southeast quadrant, DTE Energy, JCP&L, 706 

Penelec, NStar, which serves large portions of the Boston, Massachusetts metropolitan 707 

area and Cape Cod, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (“PG&E”), which serves San 708 

Francisco and large portions of northern California, ComEd’s affiliate PECO Energy, 709 
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which serves Philadelphia and portions of southeast Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Power 710 

and Light, which serves Allentown and portions of northeast Pennsylvania, PEPCO, 711 

Rochester Gas and Electric, which serves Rochester, New York and surrounding areas, 712 

AEP-Ohio - Columbus Southern Power Company, Central Hudson Gas and Electric, 713 

Iberdrola SA - New York State Electric and Gas, Oncor Energy, PSEG - Public Service 714 

Electric and Gas, and San Diego Gas and Electric.  Interestingly, DTE Energy also 715 

requires secondary service customers served at higher secondary voltages to provide their 716 

own transformation.  717 

Q. In what other ways are transformations considered in the provision of primary and 718 

secondary service? 719 

A. Several utilities offer discounts to customers that provide their own transformation.  720 

These utilities include National Grid – Massachusetts Electric, National Grid – Rhode 721 

Island, which serves Providence and most of Rhode Island, Delmarva Power and Light, 722 

which serves Delaware and eastern Maryland, United Illuminating, Allegheny Energy -- 723 

West Penn Power, which serves portions of western Pennsylvania, and Northeast Utilities 724 

- Connecticut Light and Power (“CL&P”), which serves Hartford and large portions of 725 

Connecticut.  Duquesne Light, the only examined utility that does not distinguish 726 

between primary and secondary service customers, does give discounts to customers that 727 

provide their own transformation.  According to a Duquesne Light representative, these 728 

discounts are for railroads and approximately 20 other large customers.  Ameren Illinois 729 

Utilities: CILCO, CIPS, & IP do not provide a discount specifically but do charge a 730 

customer $0.65/kW for the use of a transformer, which is counted as a utility offering a 731 

discount for purposes of this review. 732 
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Q. Is there any other interesting feature found in the examination of these utilities? 733 

A. Yes.  Centerpoint Energy, which serves the greater Houston metropolitan area in Texas, 734 

has a differentiation within its secondary service at the ten kVA threshold.  In a follow-up 735 

discussion, a representative from Centerpoint Energy explained that this differentiation 736 

resulted from wide disparities in the costs of serving different secondary service 737 

customers. 738 

Q. Is there any other interesting situation? 739 

A. Yes.  CL&P’s tariffs do not specifically distinguish between primary and secondary 740 

customers.  However, a CL&P representative said that its cost allocation formulae do 741 

make such a distinction.  The costs of secondary facilities are only assigned to secondary 742 

customers, and shared primary facilities are allocated to both primary and secondary 743 

customers. 744 

Q. How do the Ameren Illinois Utilities (“Ameren”) distinguish between primary and 745 

secondary customers? 746 

A. Ameren uses specific voltage level criteria to distinguish primary service customers from 747 

secondary service customers.  Secondary service customers take service at or below 600 748 

volts.  Primary service customers take service at voltages above 600 volts, but at or below 749 

15 kV.  Ameren also has a high voltage customer classification for customers that take 750 

service above 15 kV but at or below 100 kV.  Ameren also has a separate charge for 751 

transformation, which is $0.65/kW.  Interestingly, Ameren’s distribution delivery 752 

charges, which correspond to ComEd’s DFCs are the same for its secondary service and 753 

primary service customers (e.g., for Illinois Power, $5.065/kW). 754 
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III. Customer Services Costs 755 

A. Overview 756 

Q. Can you first describe the types of services that ComEd considers to be customer 757 

services? 758 

A. Yes.  As noted by Mr. Donovan (ComEd Ex. 19.0), customer services encompass nearly 759 

every aspect of a customer’s interaction with ComEd.  Such services include billing and 760 

mail services, revenue management, payment processing, field and meter services, the 761 

Customer Contact Center, and customer relations, as well as costs related to back office 762 

support of these functions, such as project and support services, information technology, 763 

demand management, electric supplier services, and market research.   764 

Q. How has the Commission treated customer services costs in the past? 765 

A. Since the restructuring of the electric industry and the creation of delivery service rates, 766 

the Commission has consistently treated customer services costs as delivery service costs 767 

and allowed for their recovery through delivery service rates.  We are not aware of any 768 

other Illinois electric utility that recovers such costs through rates other than its delivery 769 

service rates. 770 

Q. Can you provide some background and a brief review of the history of the customer 771 

services cost issue from ComEd’s perspective? 772 

A. Yes.  As an initial matter, it is worth noting that the Electric Service Customer Choice 773 

and Rate Relief Law of 1997 (“Restructuring Act”) establishes the framework for 774 

unbundling delivery services charges and supply charges, and defines delivery services as 775 

“includ[ing], without limitation, standard metering and billing services.”  220 ILCS 5/16-776 

102 (definition of “Delivery services”).  Consistent with the statute, the Commission 777 
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approved ComEd’s allocation of delivery-related expenses to delivery rates in ComEd’s 778 

first post-Restructuring Act rate case, which allocated the customer services costs to 779 

delivery service rates.  ICC Docket No. 01-0423, Interim Order at 62-63; Final Order at 780 

71-72.  And, in ComEd’s 2005 rate case, the Commission expressly rejected arguments 781 

“to allocate no less than one-fourth of call center costs to supply.”  ICC Docket No. 05-782 

0597, Order at 257 (July 26, 2006). 783 

The Commission maintained this approach to these types of customer services 784 

costs in the 2007 proceeding to approve ComEd’s procurement plan and supply tariffs.  785 

Because the statute permits recovery of administrative costs incurred by ComEd to 786 

procure supply (220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(l)), Staff expressed concern that the proposed 787 

procurement tariff would create an inappropriate incentive to inflate the supply rate, and 788 

argued that the tariff would allow for the improper recovery of administrative costs 789 

through the then proposed Rider PE – Purchased Electricity (“Rider PE”), which would 790 

be inconsistent with Section 16-111.5(l) of the Act.6  Staff therefore argued to limit the 791 

scope of the supply tariff, Rider PE, to recover only those administrative costs that 792 

directly result from ComEd’s discharge of its supply responsibilities, but not common 793 

costs that might otherwise be allocable to supply. 794 

In response to Staff’s concerns, ComEd amended its proposed tariffs, stating: 795 

… ComEd makes clear that the internal and administrative costs 796 
that will flow through the rider are those incurred solely as a result 797 
of ComEd meeting its statutory obligation.  For example, ComEd 798 
would not recover in the rider either the costs of employees who 799 

                                                 
6 ICC Docket No. 07-0531, Staff Reply Comments at 11; see also ICC Dockets Nos. 07-0528/07-0531 

(Cons.), Order at 104 (Dec. 19, 2007) (“Staff asserts that there is an incentive for ComEd to classify common costs 
as costs attributable to procuring power supply.”).   
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are not devoted to procurement functions or allocated overhead 800 
costs. 801 

ICC Docket No. 07-0531, ComEd Reply Comments at 10.  The Commission approved 802 

the revised proposed tariffs with these limitations.  ICC Docket 07-0528/07-0531 (cons.), 803 

Order at 105 (Dec. 19, 2007). 804 

Q. What was the genesis of the proposal to review whether the customer services costs 805 

are sensitive to customers switching from ComEd supply to RES supply? 806 

A. In ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case, an intervenor proposed an unfounded and arbitrary 807 

allocation of 40% of the customer services costs to supply.  (ICC Docket 07-0566, 808 

REACT Corrected Ex. 7.0, 20:430-434)  In response, ComEd explained that its customer 809 

services costs are not reduced due to customer switching from ComEd to RES supply.  810 

(ICC Docket 07-0566, ComEd 43.0 (Corrected), 33:726-757)  The Commission 811 

determined that the issue be considered further in the Rate Design Investigation 812 

proceeding.  (ICC Docket 07-0566, Order at 207-208 (Sep. 10, 2008))  813 

In the Rate Design Investigation proceeding, ComEd presented an avoided cost 814 

study, which examined the impacts of customers switching to RES supply and showed 815 

that ComEd’s customer services costs do not decrease when its supply customers switch 816 

to a RES (i.e., no customer services costs are avoided).  This study indicates that these 817 

costs are inherently related to the provision of distribution service -- not supply service, 818 

as some parties argued in that case.  In its Order, the Commission rejected a proposed re-819 

allocation of $88 million in customer services costs based on a so-called “embedded 820 

cost” approach because it employed, as ComEd contended, an arbitrary means of 821 

allocating costs between delivery service and supply service functions that rendered the 822 

study useless.  Moreover, the record was void of the information needed to calculate an 823 
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appropriate allocator.  (RDIO at 68)  However, the Commission also declined to adopt 824 

ComEd’s study.  As the Commission noted, “[t]he choice between these two 825 

methodologies [embedded cost v. avoided cost] is based in policy, but the policy issues 826 

are not thoroughly discussed by the parties.” (RDIO at 68)   827 

Seemingly assuming that ComEd could develop a more reasonable (or, at least, 828 

less arbitrary) study than has been presented before, the Commission also directed 829 

ComEd to perform an alternative embedded cost study and to re-file its avoided cost 830 

study in its next rate case filing.  (RDIO at 69 and 85)  These studies are presented in Mr. 831 

Donovan’s testimony and have been relabeled as the Allocation Study and the Switching 832 

Study to provide greater insight and clarity as to the approach taken in the two studies.  833 

B. Policy and Cost Recovery Implications of the Cost Studies 834 

1. Switching Study v. Allocation Study 835 

Q. How is the Switching Study structured? 836 

A. In general, the Switching Study sought to determine the 2009 test year costs related to 837 

customer services that ComEd would not incur as a result of customer switching at three 838 

levels (1%, 10% and 100%).  The study is a means of determining whether the costs are 839 

inherently related to distribution service or something else, like supply service.  By 840 

considering cost at the 1%, 10% and 100% levels, ComEd’s study reflects both short term 841 

(status quo) and longer term cost impacts of switching (i.e., complete switching) on 842 

customer services costs, and in turn, short term and longer term perspectives on 843 

distribution costs.  As ComEd’s Switching Study concludes, there is no net reduction in 844 

customer services costs associated with customer switching and, at the 100% level, costs 845 

are expected to increase on net based on 2009 expenses.  Mr. Donovan provides a more 846 
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detailed description of the Switching Study analysis and findings in his supplemental 847 

direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 19.0). 848 

Q. Would you summarize the Allocation Study that ComEd prepared for this docket? 849 

A. In general, the Allocation Study sought to determine the 2009 test year customer services 850 

costs related to distribution service and other services by applying allocation factors that 851 

were selected and developed to approximate the relative contribution of each service 852 

function to the costs in question.  Mr. Donovan provides a more detailed description of 853 

the Allocation Study analysis and findings in his supplemental direct testimony (ComEd 854 

Ex. 19.0). 855 

Q. Why does ComEd believe that the Switching Study provides a more accurate result 856 

than the Allocation Study? 857 

A. The Switching Study reveals what certain customer services costs would actually be 858 

reduced, if any, due to customer switching at various levels.  The examination of the 859 

impact of switching enables the determination that the costs remaining (i.e., not avoided) 860 

are inherently related to the provision of distribution service and not to other services.  In 861 

contrast, the Allocation Study is predicated on the assumption that such costs are 862 

attributable to delivery service and some are not, relying on the selection of the allocation 863 

factors as the means of determining the extent to which they should be allocated to 864 

delivery service or elsewhere.  This arbitrary allocation is the fatal flaw of the Allocation 865 

Study.   866 

The starting point for both the Allocation Study and the Switching Study is the 867 

identification of the total amount of customer services costs from the pool of 2009 test 868 

year costs and the removal of those costs that are directly related to distribution service 869 
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(e.g., meter reading), a step that is known as direct assignment.  The studies diverge in 870 

the next step, which concerns the allocation of costs that are related to both supply 871 

service and delivery service in some manner (e.g., billing and collection).  With respect to 872 

these “common costs,” as they are known in the rate design world, the Switching Study 873 

further attempts to identify from this pool of common costs those costs that are related to 874 

delivery service by measuring the impact of customer switching to alternative suppliers at 875 

various levels as its next step.  That is, if the loss of a supply customer does not alter 876 

(reduce) these costs because ComEd would need to perform these functions regardless of 877 

whether it provides supply service, then these costs are inherently related to distribution 878 

service.  If, on the other hand, the costs decrease, then the difference is clearly not related 879 

to distribution service, and some allocation of these costs to other services would be 880 

appropriate.  As indicated previously, the Switching Study demonstrated that the 881 

common costs examined did not decrease overall; therefore, these are appropriately 882 

deemed to be delivery service related expenses, and no further allocations are warranted.   883 

The results of the Switching Study are intuitively obvious when considering the 884 

fact that a distribution utility and a RES are two business entities operating in parallel to 885 

serve the same customer.  This means that there is an inherent duplication of certain 886 

functions, like customer services, as each has its own need to service, bill and collect 887 

from its customers.  888 

However, the Allocation Study does not include the additional analysis described 889 

above and directly proceeds to the assumption that some portion of the common costs is 890 

not attributable to delivery service.  In this study, no further attempts to discern the costs 891 

attributable to the core delivery services function are made.  Rather, the next step is to 892 
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apply allocation factors to determine each service’s share of the common costs in 893 

question.  Again, this allocation is the fatal flaw of the Allocation Study.  In light of the 894 

findings in the Switching Study, any allocation factor employed to divide these costs 895 

between delivery service and other services is going to be inherently arbitrary.  For 896 

example, to allocate bill printing, mailing and imaging costs, ComEd measured the 897 

surface area of the bill dedicated to supply versus distribution charges, which resulted in 898 

a finding that 91% of the bill is dedicated to delivery service charges.  In reality, 899 

however, ComEd would not realize any savings if switching increased to 10% or even 900 

100% because bills for distribution service still must be prepared, printed and mailed.   901 

Q. But, if ComEd is using embedded costs to allocate costs for the purpose of setting 902 

distribution rates, shouldn’t the Allocation Study results (or any other embedded 903 

cost study that may be introduced in this docket, for that matter) be used to allocate 904 

customer services costs, in order to be consistent? 905 

A. No.  The Switching Study is not inconsistent or incompatible with ComEd’s embedded 906 

cost of service study.  The Switching Study is essentially just a means of determining and 907 

demonstrating what portion of the remaining, common costs are distribution related and 908 

which are not.  It is merely an added step in the direct assignment of costs that are 909 

attributable to the delivery service function, like meter reading.  As noted previously, 910 

direct assignments were the starting point for both the Switching Study and Allocation 911 

Study.  Moreover, the direct assignment of costs is a common part of the development of 912 

an embedded cost of service study. 913 

Q. Is it still ComEd’s position that if the Commission adopts an embedded cost 914 

approach to the allocation of customer services costs, as reflected in the Allocation 915 
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Study, or otherwise removes any portion of the customer services costs from the 916 

distribution revenue requirement, that it should do so for clearly articulated policy 917 

reasons (e.g., the promotion of switching), not based on any expectation that 918 

customer switching to alternative suppliers will lower utility costs? (e.g., ICC Docket 919 

No. 08-0532, ComEd Ex. 4.0, 9:187-191) 920 

A. Yes.  If an embedded cost approach to the allocation of customer services costs is 921 

adopted, it will send the wrong price signal to customers by masking the reality that when 922 

a customer switches suppliers, ComEd’s customer services costs do not decrease.  It also 923 

has the potential to fuel specious notions and expectations that ComEd’s customer 924 

services costs should be decreasing if it is not providing supply service.  Therefore, it is 925 

important that this Commission and future Commissions clearly recognize that any such 926 

allocation is being adopted for policy reasons.  927 

2. Cost Recovery 928 

Q. Is it still ComEd’s position that if the Commission reallocates any portion of the 929 

customer services costs from the distribution revenue requirement, then the only 930 

alternative mechanisms for cost recovery either would be through Rider PE – 931 

Purchased Electricity (“Rider PE”) and Rate BESH - Basic Electric Service Hourly 932 

Pricing (“Rate BESH”)?  (ICC Docket No. 08-0532, ComEd Ex. 4, 8:177-5:186) 933 

A. No, it is not.  That position was taken by ComEd in June, 2009, long before the provision 934 

of service under Rider PORCB – Purchase of Receivables with Consolidated Billing 935 

(“Rider PORCB”) pursuant to Section 16-108(c) was expected to occur.  Since that time, 936 

ComEd has filed for approval of Rider PORCB and related tariffs (Docket No., 10-0138).  937 

As indicated in ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case, the implementation of Public Act 95-0700, 938 
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which requires utilities to provide consolidated billing on behalf of RESs and purchase 939 

their receivables, will only further cloud any conceivable distinctions between supply and 940 

delivery-related expenses in the future.  (ICC Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd Ex. 30, 941 

58:1307-59:1310)  Therefore, in preparing its Allocation Study, ComEd also examined 942 

the implications of providing service under Rider PORCB to the allocation of customer 943 

services cost. 944 

Q. What are ComEd’s conclusions regarding the allocation of customer services costs? 945 

A. If the Commission approves the removal of customer services costs from the distribution 946 

revenue requirement, ComEd believes it would be appropriate to allocate and recover 947 

such costs from both ComEd-supplied customers and RES-supplied customers for which 948 

ComEd provides consolidated billing and purchases the RESs’ receivables associated 949 

with such customers.  As the Allocation Study presented by Mr. Donovan indicates, 950 

customers being served by a RES utilizing Rider PORCB services will be provided 951 

essentially the same customer services as those customers who receive supply service 952 

from ComEd.  Therefore, RES-supplied customers for which ComEd provides 953 

consolidated billing and purchases the RESs’ receivables associated with such customers 954 

should be charged for these costs, just as ComEd-supplied customers should not be 955 

saddled with all of these costs, as these costs are not fully or exclusively attributable to 956 

either of these groups of customers. 957 

Q. But, would the allocation and recovery of these customer services costs from 958 

customers served by a RES utilizing Rider PORCB result in double-recovery? 959 

A. No. In Docket 10-0138, ComEd seeks to recover only the start-up and administrative 960 

costs (i.e., the incremental costs to enable the provision of service under Rider PORCB).  961 
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ComEd is not seeking to charge customers for all of the costs associated with the 962 

provision of that service, such as the actual cost of printing and mailing the bills, as those 963 

costs are being recovered through delivery service charges.  If, at the end of this 964 

proceeding, all of these costumer services costs are allocated only to ComEd supply 965 

customers, and are no longer recovered through delivery service charges, then neither a 966 

RES utilizing Rider PORCB nor a customer switching to a RES utilizing Rider PORCB 967 

would ever be charged for any of these costs.  Such a customer would effectively by-pass 968 

the cost of customer services provided to it.  In essence, Rider PORCB allows RESs to 969 

piggyback their supply charges on ComEd’s delivery service bill, but if these customer 970 

services costs are removed from delivery services rates and allocated to just ComEd 971 

supply customers, the customers billed in accordance with Rider PORCB will become 972 

free riders. 973 

IV. External Allocation Factors Used in the Embedded Cost of Service Study 974 

Q. Did you incorporate the results of the primary/secondary analysis presented in 975 

ComEd Ex. 21.5 in the external allocation factors provided to Mr. Heintz for the 976 

preparation of the ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 22.1? 977 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 21.8 shows the development of these external allocation factors.  The 978 

changes in the allocation factors reflect the addition of the exemplar Primary Voltage 979 

Delivery Class and that 908 customers previously included in the Small Loads through 980 

Extra Large Load delivery classes are moved to this class.  There is an increase of NCP-981 

SEC from 13,290,000 kW to 21,439,000 kW, mainly because the definition of a 982 

secondary voltage customer has been changed as directed by the Commission and 983 

provided in the primary/secondary analysis described in this testimony which required 984 
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that larger nonresidential customer classes receiving secondary voltages from a ComEd-985 

provided secondary transformer be responsible for contributing to the costs assigned to 986 

the secondary distribution system.  The primary/secondary analysis discussed in ComEd 987 

Ex. 16.0 did not allocate secondary costs to nonresidential customer classes above 400 988 

kW because the costs of secondary voltage transformers were not allocated as secondary 989 

costs in that study. 990 

V. Distribution Loss Factors 991 

Q. Have DLFs been developed to reflect the Commission’s directives in the Rate Design 992 

Investigation Order? 993 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 21.9 provides the DLFs developed in compliance with the 994 

Commission’s directives in the Rate Design Investigation Order.  For details of the 995 

distribution loss study that incorporated the result of the primary/secondary analysis 996 

discussed in this testimony, please see the supplemental direct testimony of Terence R. 997 

Donnelly, ComEd Ex. 20.0.   998 

VI. Conclusion 999 

Q. Does this complete your supplemental direct testimony? 1000 

A. Yes. 1001 


